
ing for the answers in Madagascar. It is
one of the many problems that can only
be resolved by further fieldwork and re-
search. And it is one of the reasons why
the discoveries of Late Cretaceous dino-
saurs by the Sereno team in northern
Africa will continue to attract interna-
tional attention.

From 1905 to 1952, Charles Greeley
Abbott directed the measurement of the so-
lar constant and its relation to sunspots
from his office in the tower of the Smith-
sonian Building, convinced that these solar
variations held the clue to weather and cli-
mate forecasts (1). Since then, the lack of a
convincing mechanism has hampered accept-
ance of such a connection. Now, as reported
in this issue, Haigh (2) has used a climate
model simulation to show a mechanism
whereby the stratosphere is changed by
the sun, which in turn drives the tropo-
spheric climate.

Interest in possible solar-weather varia-
tions grew after Eddy (3) described the
Maunder Minimum in sunspots in the
1600s and suggested that it represented re-
duced solar insolation and was responsible
for the Little Ice Age. He suggested that the
envelope of the sunspot number was most
representative of the solar influence on cli-
mate, but my subsequent work (4) showed
that the decadal-scale variations produced
by climate models that this implied were
not representative of recent climate change
of the past several centuries. Whereas all
these earlier studies emphasized surface cli-
mate variations, van Loon and Labitzke, in
a long series of observational papers (5),
found climate variations at the surface and
in the upper atmosphere with significant
variations related to the sunspot number.
They found that some of the signals were
stronger when modulated by the quasi-bien-
nial oscillation (QBO) in equatorial strato-
spheric wind.

Variations of the total solar irradiance
over an 11-year sunspot cycle are only
about 0.1%, but most of this variation is in
the ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths, which
are absorbed by the ozone in the strato-
sphere. Recognizing this, Kodera et al. (6)
and Rind and Balachandran (7) used gen-
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eral circulation models (GCMs) of the cli-
mate system in which the solar variations in
the UV were felt in the stratosphere, pro-
ducing gradients of heating and inducing a
response in the tropospheric circulation
with much larger indirect effects than what
would be produced by the direct effects of
spectrally averaged heating. Still, the results
did not correspond closely to the observed
solar-related variations, and they had to use
unrealistically large solar UV variations to

effects produce changes in the tropical
Hadley cell and in mid-latitude storm tracks.
The resulting changes are still not quite as
large as the observed changes, and she has
not tested the relation to QBO variations, as
this model keeps the stratospheric winds in
the easterly phase. More detailed calcula-
tions should be done with a climate model
that goes through the seasonal cycle and
has more resolution in the stratosphere.

These results resemble the recent work of
Kodera (8) and Graf et al. (9), which show a
large winter dynamic response of the climate
system to explosive volcanic eruptions, an-
other response produced by stratospheric
heating. In the case of volcanic aerosols, the
direct heating of the stratosphere attributable
to long-wave absorption by the volcanic
aerosols produces a temperature gradient
anomaly and a circulation response seen as
winter warming of the Northern Hemi-
sphere continents. The Graf et al. simula-
tions were also conducted with a perpetual
January GCM and are now being repeated
with a more detailed GCM going through
the entire seasonal cycle.
A large body of work (10) suggests that

surface temperature and precipitation
anomalies can be predicted for months to a

Surface air temperature anomalies over North America for 1982-1983. The observations are ob-
tained from Schemm et al. (17). The contour interval is 10C. (A version of this figure that includes
observations and simulations for 1982-1983 and 1986-1987 is available on the World Wide Web at
http://www.meto.umd.edu/-alan/fig1 Oc.G IF)

get a significant response.
Now Haigh (2) has conducted a simula-

tion that produces realistic tropospheric
response to solar variations, by recognizing
that stratospheric ozone also varies with
the sun and by including ozone variations
in her model forcing. In these perpetual
January GCM simulations, the strato-
sphere is heated because there is excess so-
lar UV radiation, and there is more ozone
to absorb this radiation. These combined

year in advance by taking account of the
state of the sea surface temperature (SST)
patterns in the tropical Pacific Ocean,
which are most dramatic during an El Nino.
During the large 1982-1983 El NinXo, large
surface temperature variations over North
America, however, have recently been
shown to be a result of the circulation
anomalies induced by the 1982 El Chichon
volcanic eruption, and not the SST-in-
duced changes. By comparing climate
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Model simulatiot Inturi the Atmospheric
Model Intercomparisonl Project ( 11), in
xhich G0CM5s were forced onlN with SST
vrariations, with the observations, Mvao and
Robock (1 2) showed that althog,h the win-
ter patteril ot 1956-1-S7 xvas well simulated
I,v an axerage otf the eicht best simuLlations
dUring a periodI without volcanic aerosols,
the 1982-1983 pattern resembles the win-
ter warllimnu toLund in the volcanic GC\M
ramul ation' mid in oVscr-ations (13) and
does not rsciemnle the El Nin5o pattern (see
figure). Kirchlner aMnd Grat(14) have shoxwn
that it iS prossible to distinigush the signals
of SST anml xlIcamnic kt rcings and that both
are imlportant in Northeien Hemisphere xvini-
ter climiate variatiOmls.

ec7are cntcrm(e rin nexx period for strato-
sphere-troposphert exchange (15), wx-ith en-
hanced cm-pha'si on the stratosphere by the
AWorld Clim-ate Research Programme
'Stratospheric Processes and Their Role in
Climate" rroJect (16) The problems are
talscm tin', challeni,uino, anmd complex and
MVx ox1 cundcrstain in', the simnultaneoLus in-
tertactions ot atmi osplwperic dvnnamics, radia-
tix e phx-sics, acr(tO>lsiIld chemistry. Vol-
canic eruptior alots ftectro:one concentra-
tions Ivxprov idinco aeros()l surfaces for het-
eroc,eneous chemica r clcrionsr xvith anthro-
po-'enic chlor le compJolUnds. GCM/ts are
ju tnstnow Iecoim xailalble xx-ith enlhianced
,ttratospheric resolutioni aind exptlicit consid-
cration of the radiatixve ettects ot aerosols
andI the chImical x=nriations induced by
chanoinc IUVJ rmdiaitton, anthropogenic
chemic ml and aerosols. With these new
toobs andI our einhanced axvareniess of the
potcntiall, large impacts of stratospheric
variations on thlc tropospheric climate, xve
x ill soon hTxVCe a muLch richer understanding
of Seasonal nid interannual climate varia-
tinols and tlleir causes an- improved predic-
tixe skill to enhliance thdat already existing
from SST varit>.
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Another Twist to
MHC-Peptide Recognition

Ian A. Wilson

The immuLne system cuts foreign invaders
into little pieces, xvhich are then displayed
on the suLrtace of cells. There, bound to one
of txo proteins major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) class I or class II these
foreign peptides trigger the defensive reac-
tions of the host. MHC class I receixes its
peptide pieces inside the cell, derived tfrom
an intrtuder that has taken up residence
there; buLt class II is filled xvith molecular
bits of invaders from outside the cell. Before
being filled xvith their real cargo, the bind-
ing groove)of MHC class II molecuiles is oc-

hoxv pH may control replacement of CLIP
xvith foreign peptides (1)

Structural analyses of single peptides
bound to class II molecules from htuman (2,
3) and mouse (1 ) have alloxxwed us to see ex-
actly what the peptide looks like as it sits in
its M1HC groove (4). In MHC class II mol-
ecules, peptide antigens 13 to 25 residues
long (5)-are embedded in the MHC bind-
ing groove but spill out over the ends of the
binding site (1-3). The central nine resi-
duLes are forced into a suLpertxvisted ribbon
structure that closely resembles a polypro-

Foreign peptides in their places: Signals for immune attack. (A) Class II MHC human and mu-
rine molecules with their bound peptides. Superposition of l-El (3) (white and yellow). HLA-DR1 (1)
[ldlh (blue and cyan)], and HLA-DR3 (2) (magenta). The l-El peptides are covalently linked to the
MHC molecule in a construction that allows coexpression (16). (B) Class MHC molecules and their
bound peptides. The molecules superimposed include five peptide complexes of HLA-A0201 (17)
[lhhg (red). 1hhh (green), ihhi (blue). 1hhj (cyan), and 1hhk (magenta)], HLA-Aw68 (18) [1tmc (yel-
low)], and three complexes of murine H-2Kt (19, 20) [kbo (white), kbs (orange), and kbv (red)]. [Fig-
ure by R. Stanfield; coordinates provided by D. Fremont (I-El). T. Jardetzky. P. Ghosh, and D. Wiley
(HLA-DR1 and HLA-DR3), and the published class structures (17-20)]

cuipied loxa "duMMY peptide, CLIP. Inside
a vesicle that contains the proteolyzed re-
mains ot torcicgn invaders from outside the
cell the acidic conditions promote dissocia-
tion of this place-holding molecule and in-
sertion of a foreign one. A report in this
xxeeks issue of Science y-ields clues about
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La Jolla. CA 92037. USA. E-ma)l: wilson@scripps.edu
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line I1-type conformation. On the xvalls of
the oroove, the "peptide-like side chains of
tfoir conserx-ed Asp andl Gln residuCs of hu-
man (DR) and mouse (I-E) class II mol-
ecules hydrogen bond similarly xith each
peptide antigen backbone in a psetido-3-
sheet-like interaction that causes the pep-
tide to xwrithe and txvist along the groove into
the regular, shallox polyproline II spiral. Ex-en
thoulgh the biidingi sites are open at either
end, this backbone interaction imposes
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